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ABSTRACT
This paper describes how the transfer of prior knowledge can ef-
fectively take on segmentation tasks with the help of attention
mechanisms. The UNet model pretrained on brain MRI dataset
was fine-tuned with the polyp dataset. Attention mechanism was
integrated to focus on relevant regions in the input images. The
implemented architecture is evaluated on 200 validation images
based on intersection over union and dice score between ground
truth and predicted region. The model demonstrates a promising
result with computational efficiency.

1 INTRODUCTION
Early detection of polyps is vital to reduce colorectal cancer (CRC)
deaths as it is one of the most common types of cancer reported
in the world [11]. Colonoscopy is performed in order to detect
polyps in the gastrointestinal tract, which assists doctors to perform
timely intervention before they become malign. Acknowledging
the significance of having accurate segmentation techniques in a
clinical setting, MediaEval Challenge 2020 organized the automatic
polyp segmentation challenge to develop systems that efficiently
detect and segment colon polyps [3].

Machine learning algorithms like deep learning models for se-
mantic image segmentation have recently shown promising results
in medical setting [13, 14]. So, machine learning models can be used
to aid doctors while performing endoscopy that can bring poten-
tial polyp segment into doctor’s attention, which could have been
missed or incorrectly passed. In this work, the knowledge transfer
approach was adapted using a pre-trained UNet guided with atten-
tion mechanism [9]. The pre-trained network was coupled with
attention and then fine-tuned to achieve faster convergence and a
good validation score.

2 RELATEDWORK
Traditionally, a number of manual techniques to extract polyp fea-
tures such as color, shape, appearances have been used to train
a classifier to identify polyps from its background [12]. With the
advent of deep learning models, polyp segmentation problem has
been approached by learning polyp and its mask. ResUNet++ [4]
for polyp segmentation shows a promising result which is based on
deep residual UNet (ResUNet) structure. The other work includes
PraNet with complex architecture that takes into account the re-
lationship between polyp area and its boundary [2] which used
reverse attention mechanism to model the boundaries of the polyps.
Their work showed improved results on various data-sets.
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Attention mechanism has been commonly used in NLP domain.
There are two types of trainable attention mechanism namely Hard
attention [8] and soft attention [1]. Self-attention mechanism also
have been proposed which eliminates the dependency on external
gating information and have shown better performance results. Self-
attention mechanism has been used with UNet for segmentation of
medical images(pancreas,abdominal) that showed promising state
of art results across different datasets [9].

3 APPROACH
3.1 Data
Data used for this challenge was Kvasir-SEG [5] dataset which
consist of 1,000 polyp images and the respective ground truth. The
data set was divided into training and validation set in the ratio of
80:20. Test data set consisted of 160 images without ground truth.

3.2 Data processing
Images were normalized in the range of [-1,1] and resized to 256 ×
256. Augmentation techniques were also applied to the images
randomly before feeding them into the model; namely horizon-
tal flipping, vertical flipping, mirroring, rotation(-5 to 5), elastic
transformation, channel shifting and solar flares.

3.3 Model Architecture
UNet is known for its efficient performance on image segmentation
task[10]. It provides the architecture with multi stage cascaded
convolutions neural networks which helps to extract the region of
interest and make dense prediction. Despite UNet having a good
representational power, it also redundantly uses compute resources
as it repeatedly extracts low level features. Therefore, for over-
coming this drawback of UNet, attention mechanism can be inte-
grated with the UNet architecture. This has led to improvement of
model’s sensitivity to region of interest and also suppresses features
response from irrelevant regions in the image. The soft additive
attention have shown better performance than the multiplicative
attention [7].

In this work, the notion of knowledge transfer has been the
key motivation factor to choose a simple pre-trained model. The
additive soft attention mechanism was integrated with the pre-
trained UNet architecture. The chosen pre-trained model has been
trained on brain MRI dataset [6]. The schema of the attention UNet
architecture can be seen Figure 1. The key benefit of this attention
UNet structure in compare to multi stage CNNs is that it does not
require training of multiple models to deal with object localization
and thus reduces number of model parameters. As seen in Figure 1,
additive attention is applied to obtain the gating coefficient 𝛼 .
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Figure 1: Schema of Attention with U Net segmentation
model. Input image is down sampled by the factor of 2 in
the encoding section of the model. Attention gates are con-
nected with skip connection which filters the features. [9]

Figure 2: Schema of Attention block. Two input features are
𝑥𝑙 and𝑔 are passed through conv. block and then scaled by at-
tention factor 𝛼 . Resampler is a trilinear interpolation. The
output of the block is concatenated with the upsampled fea-
ture maps at lower level of the model. [9]

3.4 Loss function
A compound loss was used during training which comprises of
both dice loss (𝐿𝐷𝑖𝑐𝑒 ) and binary cross entropy loss (𝐿𝐵𝐶𝐸 ) as
(𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 = 𝐿𝐵𝐶𝐸 +𝐿𝐷𝑖𝑐𝑒 +_ | |\ | |22). 𝐿2 regularization was applied while
optimizing the loss.

𝐿𝐷𝑖𝑐𝑒 = 1 −
2 ∗∑ 𝑦𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 ∗ 𝑦𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑∑
𝑦2𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 +

∑
𝑦2
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑

+ 𝜖
(1)

𝐿𝐵𝐶𝐸 (𝑦,𝑦) = −(𝑦 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑃 (𝑦) + (1 − 𝑦)𝑙𝑜𝑔(1 − 𝑦)) (2)

where , 𝑦 and 𝑦 are the ground truth value and predicted value
respectively.

3.5 Implementation details
The model was implemented using pytorch. It was initially trained
on single GPU from google’s colab. Gradient updates were per-
formed with the batch size of 16. The initial learning rate of 1𝑒 − 4
was applied to Adam optimizer. The learning rate was monitored
and reduced when the validation score plateaued. 𝐿2 regularization
and early stopping methods were used to prevent over fitting. For
evaluation of the segmentation work, mean dice coefficient (DSC)
and mean intersection over union (IOU) were computed on the
validation set.

4 RESULT
Test results of our model has been compared with the result of
Pranet [2] below in table 1. The results taken from 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑡 was also
trained on 𝐾𝑣𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑟 dataset. The metrics used were mean dice score,
mean IOU and frame per second (FPS).

Model Mean Dice Mean IOU FPS

Pranet 89.88 84.0 50
AttUNet(ours) 72.8 64.37 116.79

Table 1: Preliminary results based on validation and test set.

The 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑈𝑁𝑒𝑡 model produced a good validation result but did
not generalized well as expected on unseen set of test data. How-
ever, the model was able to converge in 50 epochs. It also gave
a very high 𝐹𝑃𝑆 value in compare to 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑡 which suggests that
the adopted model can yield smooth real time results. There is
room for improving the model’s prediction by doing some hyperpa-
rameter search and adopting regularization techniques like weight
averaging.

Figure 3: Segmentation result where green color indicates
the ground truth outline and red color indicates the pre-
dicted outline.

5 CONCLUSION
In this work, the fine tuning of pretrained UNet model with atten-
tion mechanism has shown some promising results. This approach
removes the requirement of an external object localization model
and thus makes the model much simpler that yielded a high 𝐹𝑃𝑆
value. The fine tuning of the pretrained model helped to converge
faster without requirement of large number training examples. This
indicates the importance and power of transferring prior knowl-
edge from one domain to another. As reported in recent literature,
attention mechanism have been a crucial factor in enhancing per-
formance of various models. Lastly, we also note that this notion of
knowledge transfer has been adopted successfully by meta-learning
algorithms while learning from various tasks. This can serve well
while solving problems in medical setting where there exist scarcity
of labeled data and impact of different kinds of data shifts.
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